
Who killed the princes in the tower?  

First, it is important to remember that we have no definitive proof that anyone killed the princes. All 

we know is that they disappeared. It is a likely assumption that they were murdered. If we indulge in 

the assumption that they were murdered, then we have to look at those who might have been 

responsible for such a deed.  

Students need to look at additional evidence presented on each of the first three men listed below. 

The suspects  

 Henry VII - There is no evidence to connect Henry directly with the disappearance of the 

princes. The case against the first Tudor monarch rests on the question of motive. Henry's 

claim to the throne was weak; one might say 'nonexistent', even by medieval standards. If 

the princes lived, they both had a better claim to the throne. For Henry to become king, he 

needed the princes to disappear. That, in the eyes of many modern historians, makes him a 

prime suspect.  

 Richard III - history has long regarded Richard III as the wicked uncle who killed his own 

nephews to pave the way for his own ascent to the throne. The trouble with such historical 

accounts is that they are usually written by the winners. In this case, much of what we have 

been taught as 'facts' about Richard rest on subsequent Tudor accounts of him; accounts 

written, it is worth remembering, in the reigns of Henry VII and his descendants. Was 

Richard the wicked uncle of Shakespeare's play, Richard III? Was he even hunchbacked? One 

could make a good case that Richard had much to lose by killing his nephews. Doing so 

would turn public opinion against him, which in fact, is what happened when rumours of the 

prince's disappearance began to circulate. It is also worth remembering that prior to 

becoming king, Richard had shown extraordinary family loyalty, supporting his elder brother 

Edward IV through thick and thin. Richard was, in fact, regarded by many of his 

contemporaries, as something akin to an ideal knight. Was it in character for him to kill his 

nephews? Or did the allure of power bend Richard's sense of loyalty too far?  

 Henry Stafford, Duke of Buckingham - Richard's brother in law, but also cousin to Henry 

Tudor and third in the Lancastrian succession behind Henry and his mother. Stafford 

supported Richard, while secretly plotting with Henry Tudor. Stafford may have killed the 

boys to discredit Richard, thus furthering his cousin’s ambitions, and his own eventual rise to 

power. Or, Richard may have ordered Buckingham to kill the princes in order to solidify his 

own claim to the throne.  

 James Tyrell - perhaps the instrument of the prince's death if not the person behind the 

murders. Tyrell was a bit of an unsavoury character, given to plotting and underhanded 

dealings. In 1502 he was in prison for treason against Henry VII. Under torture Tyrell 

confessed that he had killed the princes, though he supplied no information as to why or 

under whose influence he had acted.  

The truth is that we don't know the truth, and probably never shall.  

 



Additional Reading: 

The pretenders 

Perhaps the princes did not die in the Tower at all. In 1491a young man named Perkin Warbeck 

claimed that he was Richard, youngest son of Edward IV. Over the course of several years Warbeck 

gathered support from abroad, and landed in England in 1497. Henry VII easily defeated Warbeck's 

scanty troops, and had him thrown in prison, where he was subsequently executed. An earlier 

pretender to the throne - though not one of the princes - was Lambert Simnel. This boy of about 10 

claimed to be the son of George, Duke of Clarence, Edward IV's brother. Supported by Irish and 

Flemish troops, Simnel's 'army' landed in Lancashire, where they were easily defeated by Henry VII. 

Simnel was pardoned as an unwitting pawn in the designs of scheming adults, and given a job in the 

royal kitchens. The Simnel cake is attributed to him.  

Did the princes survive? 

It seems unlikely, but Elizabeth Woodville certainly seems to think they did. The former queen 

testified before Parliament that she believed the boys to be legitimate, but she would not agree to 

the assumption that they were dead. She never, to the day of her death, claimed they had been 

murdered.  

 (Extract taken directly from Britain Express; The Princes in the Tower) 


